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Summer Camp

Staff

hiring! Staff Applications
January is always an exciting Weareareopen
for the 2021 spring/
month as we look forward to summer. Applications are open
the coming camp season. This but we are not making any
year things look different; but decisions yet. No matter what
Gardom will continue to need
we are still excited.
loving volunteers to serve

While we dont yet know how
we will be allowed to operate
for summer camp, we have
made plans to go forward
with camp in some capacity
whether it be our usual
overnight, day camp, and/or
family camp. We will make
this decision in February and
will open up registration at
that time.
(Watch for our coming update!)
Support
Here is a list of things that you can do to
support Gardom.
- Pray, we need so much prayer.
- Come join us! Gardom has always been a
camp run on support from the community of
Christ. Come volunteer for a day with the family
or consider joining our summer team, or tap
the shoulder of someone who may want to join
our team. Email lucas@gardomlake.ca if you
are interested in volunteering.
- We are looking for lifeguards!
- Starlink Internet

through our busy ministry
season.

Gardom Internet!
Gardom is very excited to share that we have
been approved for the Starlink program.
Starlink is an internet program designed to
get internet into places that struggle with
connection. This describes us perfectly. If you
have ever been on site then you know that
Gardom Lake has terrible internet.
For years lack of internet has been a detriment
to our ability to take on certain groups and
our ability to operate efficiently and has
caused many inconveniences to our rental
groups.
Starlink equipment is not cheap but the
benefits are very big. Please consider
partnering with us and helping us to improve
our site.
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